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EQUILIBRIUMS OF PARADOX: 
PITTSBURGH’S URBAN RENAISSANCE THROUGH PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Benjamin Lee Samson

ABSTRACT

The city of Pittsburgh, PA has been losing population since the steel 
trade imploded in the 1970’s. Every decade, the city lost more 
inhabitants and began to be hollowed out in the typical fashion of a 

population in 2008. Indications show that Pittsburgh is becoming a 
successful post-industrial city. The average age of the population also 
lowered, indicating a brighter future. Pittsburgh recently has gained 
national distinction, being named America’s “Most Livable City” by 
Rand McNally (2007), Forbes (2010) and The Economist (2011). 
With museums, theaters, a budding arts scene, and three successful 
professional sports teams, the city is brimming with urban amenities. 
In many ways, Pittsburgh has been seen as the example that other 
Rust Belt cities should follow if they too are to transition into the post-
industrial age.

However, during the challenging economic times over the past forty years, 
Pittsburgh has missed out on investing in public transit infrastructure. 
If Pittsburgh is to continue to shed its Smoky City image and further 
its urban renaissance, it must invest in a modern, comprehensive and 
integrated regional transit system. The system will act as stitching to 
reconnect Pittsburgh’s urban fabric to its riverfronts as well act as a 
catalyst for redevelopment of its hollowed neighborhoods.

This thesis offers a design for such a system, ranging from the macro 
scale of a regional network to the micro scale of hub station details. 
Each chapter examines the situation on a progressively smaller scale 
and the design principles in each scale’s examples can be applied 
throughout the transit network.
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    ittsburgh is known as the Steel City, the Smoky City, America’s 

the Allegheny and Monongahela, where the Ohio is born, Pittsburgh owes 
much of its history to its rivers. They provide the physical framework to the 

of coal and iron, and before long, steel mills lined the banks. Blue collar 
workers and a strong history of steel production laid the backbone for the 
city’s economy and it was during this time that the Pittsburgh took on a 
soot-covered hue and gained its reputation as the Smoky City. But as the 
city’s steel production dwindled in the 1970’s, its population followed and 
the city began to decline and deteriorate in the typical manner of a Rust 
Belt city. The success of the Steeler football team in the 70’s served to 
shroud the grim reality of a withering steeler economy. 

Only in recent years have the negative trends of the last half-century 
reversed as Pittsburgh transitions to a post-industrial economy. Shedding 
its smoky reputation, Pittsburgh is actually one of the greenest cities 
in America and is becoming younger, cleaner, and more hip. The urban 
fabric is still, however, hollowed out, tattered, or completely demolished in 
many places across the city. The abandoned sites of defunct or destroyed 
mills that once burgeoned along the riverbanks now sever the city’s fabric 
from its lifeblood. If the city is to continue to rehabilitate and regain its 
prominence as a midsized American city, a greater vision for its future is 
essential. A major transit network, which the city now desperately lacks, 
would serve to re-stitch the hollowed city together and spur development in 
smart growth patterns. This project examines how such a system could be 
implemented from macro to micro scale.

P
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Left: Topography Map. 
Pittsburgh’s three rivers have 
shaped the city in many ways, 
including carving deep valleys 
into the Allegheny Mountains.
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THE STEEL CITY
The images of Pittsburgh in the heyday of steel production are stirring. 

world. Ironically, these unlivable conditions were a side effect of 
Pittsburgh’s most economically lively period. This paradox fueled the 
work of photographer, Eugene Smith, who as Sam Stephenson, author 
of Dream Street: W. Eugene Smith’s Pittsburgh Project, explains, was 

Smith’s imagination was ignited by what he saw in Pittsburgh. The city’s three 
rivers cut deep valleys through the Allegheny foothills, providing what he called 
“vistas of melancholy.” In one glance, Smith could see the city’s monolithic 

Mellon, and Heinz — surrounded by the dense, humble neighborhoods of Irish, 
Dutch, Polish, Slovak, Greek, Russian, Italian, Hungarian, Syrian, German, and 
African American people, many of them less than two generations removed 
from their homelands. Like the smokestacks, belfries and spires in each

neighborhood reached upward, rising above narrow, winding streets and 

hundred-step metal staircases connecting home to the workplace and market. 
Everything emanated from the riverbanks, which had stunned early European 
explorers with their natural beauty but which in 1955 were covered with 
factories, mills, and railroad tracks as far as Smith could see. The haunting and 
paradoxical elements of the modern world — elements that had been building 
in his photography since the war — were on full display in Pittsburgh: glory and 
despair, production and destruction, past and present, human and machine, 
the individual and the collective, the natural and the man-made. Smith called 
these “equilibriums of paradox.” In his notes, Smith wrote, “In all travels, 
all experiences, I have seldom so felt the contradictions.” 1

The photos of the smokey steel mills capture Pittsburgh’s industrial 
identity, an identity which has endured long after the city’s steel 
production.

Left: Mills Map of Pittsburgh 
1879. Even in the late 17th 
century, Pittsburgh’s rivers 
were lined with mills. Public 
Domain. Source: University of 
Texas.

Right: Aerial View of the 
Point ca. 1930. The golden 

triangle was once home 
to heavy industry.  Public 

Domain. Source: Univerrsity of 
Pittsburgh.





Opposite Far Left: Steel Mill 
and River Barges c. 1934. 
Rivers are a source of the 
city’s life and once fueled 
the economy. Public Domain. 
Source: Carnegie Museum 
of Art.

Opposite Top Right: Molded 
staggered tooth gear and 
worker. 1913. Public Domain. 
Source: Carnegie Museum 
of Art.

Opposite Bottom Right: Making 
steel. c. 1930’s. Public Domain. 
Source: Carnegie Museum 
of Art.

industrial complex in background, 
Pittsburgh. c. 1925. Public Domain. 
Source: Carnegie Museum of Art.
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Above: Mount Oliver Incline Top 
View. ca. 1890-1910. Inclines lined 
the city’s steep mountainsides. 
Now, only two remain in use. Public 
Domain. Source: University of 
Pittsburgh.

Above Right: Frazier Steps. October 
16, 1935. Stairs with hundreds of 
steps are also used to negotiate 
Pittsburgh’s hillsides. Public 
Domain. Source: University of 
Pittsburgh.

Opposite Top: Panoramic View of 
Pittsburgh. Opposite Bottom Left: 

industrial complex, Pittsburgh. 
c. 1925. Opposite Bottom 

Right: Pittsburgh Church. 1922. 
Vertical elements rise above their 

Public Domain. Source: Carnegie 
Museum of Art.
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In the 1970’s, as the steel trade 
crept out of town, the city began 
its steep fall. Once manufacturing 
declined, the city’s population 
followed, and the region has 
seen severe shrinkage in every 
decade since. Urban renewal 
efforts exacerbated the problems 
and literally left the city hollowed 
out in places. Since the exodus 
of the late 1970’s, Pittsburgh 
has transformed itself, ever so 
slowly, into a post-industrial city 
now boasting $10.8 billion in 
the technology and life-science 
sectors, including companies like 
Bayer, BPL Global and Plextronics 
.2 The 2010 Census has 
encouraging results, indicating 
that the regional population 
has actually been growing since 

a century. The average age of 
the population also went down, 
indicating a brighter future. 
Pittsburgh recently has gained 
national notoriety, being named 
America’s “Most Livable City” by 
Rand McNally (2007), Forbes 
(2010) and The Economist 
(2011). With museums, theaters, 
a budding arts scene, and three 
successful professional sports 
teams, the city is brimming with 
urban amenities. In many ways, 
Pittsburgh has been seen as the 
example that other Rust Belt 
cities should follow if they too 
are to transition into the post-
industrial age. 
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H

Left: Steelworker. 1951. The 
ultimate representation of 
the Pittsburgh Spirit. Public 
Domain. Source: Carnegie 
Museum of Art.
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In addition to Smith’s 
stunning photos, the city’s 
materials capture its 
industrial past. Pittsburgh 
is a heavy city. It was built 
of brick and stone and 
later steel. In response to 
the aggressive slope of 
the mountains, solid stone 
walls reinforce earth on 
many hillsides. A mosaic 
of brick in myriad shapes, 
sizes and colors comprise 
the buildings that line the 
hills and rivers. The steel 
bridges, mostly painted 
pastel yellow, span the 
Allegheny, Monongahela 
and Ohio Rivers. Though 
many of the newer buildings 
are built of glass and steel, 
these materials mainly 
serve to contrast and 

their historic surroundings. 
A dark coat of soot unites 
all the building exteriors 
of structures built before 
1980. This weathering is an 
imprint of Pittsburgh’s mills 
and serves as a constant 
reminder of the city’s 
industrial past. Pittsburgh Textrures. A mosaic 

of various materials found 
throughout Downtown and 

several neighborhoods.The city  
is made mostly of brick, stone 

and steel.

Right: V.I. Lenin Steel mill, 
Magnitogorsk. 1991. Like this 

image, Pittsburgh’s pollution 
has covered all of its buildings 

in ash. Used with permission 
of source: Our Ocean World. 

Stewart. 
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                           ne major failing of Pittsburgh in its rebirth has been its lack 
of a state-of-the-art transit system. Buses crawl along streets and the light 
rail transit system from the 1980’s is outdated with average speeds at less 
than 13 mph. Recent cutbacks and fare hikes have further worsened the 
situation as the region has seen steady loss in ridership. If Pittsburgh is to 
continue to shed its Smoky City image and further its urban renaissance, 
it must invest in a modern, comprehensive, and integrated regional transit 
system. 

modes stand out — Light Rail Transit (LRT) and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT). 
There are staunch supporters behind both of these modes, which spurs 
debate about their roles in future transit development in America and 
across the globe. With rising support for transit oriented development (TOD) 
and walkable urban communities, the importance of this debate escalates 
because the prevailing transit mode stands to become the linchpin of 
America’s next chapter in urban development. Pittsburgh has a history of 
both LRT and BRT, which further complicates the debate here.

O

L.R
.T.

15Left: Proposed LRT system on 



L.R
.T.

Right: Port Authority Downtown 
Stations. With so many transit 

modes that serve Downtown, the 
complexity is confusing and fails to 

Used with 
permission of source: Port Authority 

Transit.
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TRANSIT TROUBLES
Pittsburgh’s LRT system, called the “T,” dates back to 1985. 

subway, with much of the system serving as a commuter line 
for the South Hills. Downtown, the “T” spurred development 

Place. Pittsburgh has an extended history of BRT as well. The 
three separate busways — the South Busway, the MLK Jr. East 
Busway and the West Busway — compose the BRT system. 
With a total of 18.4 miles of routes and over 43,000 average 
weekday riders (roughly 18% of regional transit trips), it is 
one of the leading busway networks in the country. The South 

followed by a 6.8 mile stretch of the MLK Jr. East Busway in 
1983. After seventeen years with little capital investment, the 
5.0 mile West Busway and 2.3 mile East Busway extension 

were completed in 2000 and 2003.3 Much like with the city’s 
LRT system, Pittsburgh’s BRT utilizes already established 
rights-of-way that once served local streetcars or the national 
train networks that burgeoned during the steel trade but have 
since been abandoned.

network, with the LRT lines merely used as commuter rail from 

region as it rebounds from decades of shrinkage. Considering 

transit, it is important to analyze these modes before designing 
a new rapid transit network.

Research Blog

http://www.youtube.
com/ watch? 

feature=endscreen&NR=1&v=
G-gV7r4IVv4



Above: Pittsburgh’s Current LRT system. Of the doz-
ens of stops, only seven serve the city proper. Used 

with permission of source: Port Authority Transit.

17
BRT vs. LRT
Light Rail Transit (LRT) is the most contemporary form of 
rail travel, which urban theorist Alan Black describes as 
the “modern version of a streetcar.”4 The Light Rail Transit 

electric railway system characterized by its ability to operate 
single cars or short trains along exclusive rights-of-way at 
ground level, on aerial structures, in subways, or occasionally, 
in streets.” 5 The TRB (Transportation Research Board) is 
claiming that LRT best distinguishes itself from heavy rail 
by using overhead electricity instead of a hot “third rail” and 
therefore can be built in diverse urban situations. Furthermore, 
the European Conference of Ministers of Transit (ECMT) 

also permit development to the next higher stage,” making 

make it well suited to a host of medium-sized American Cities 

propelled, thus less dependant on the availability of petrochemical 
fuels, and can operate effectively along available railroad rights of way 
and street medians, thus is far cheaper, less disruptive, and easier 
to build than heavy rail. LRT’s lack of exhaust fumes and comparably 
slow speeds make it particularly compatible with pedestrian settings 
such as downtown malls. In sum, LRT offers many advantages over 
traditional heavy rail, including better safety, high average speed, 
higher viability in lower levels of demand, smaller rights-of-way needed, 
less capital investment needed, cheaper operating costs, less noise 

6

transportation technology for cities that wish to join the modern 
rail transit age. In many ways LRT is highly suited to most 
small- and medium-sized cities with aspirations of reduced car 

support for sustainability, TOD and New Urbanism, LRT’s 

expansion. The ECMT lists the goals of LRT as:

      able

      densities

      able and sustainable

Generally, these goals can be separated into two groups—di-
minishing car use and its effects, and improving standards of 
living through better connectivity and new development. This 
second category of goals associated with LRT—to improve the 
standard of living for those nearby—goes beyond measurable 

city, the cause of nearby development and an antidote for 
shrinking urban districts. The ECMT notes that LRT has been 
built “both in areas with growing and shrinking populations,” 7 

making it a good transit choice for diverse urban situations and 
a way of bettering a city’s reputation. Light Rail has taken on 
a positive image, and in doing so, is considered an acceptable 
alternative to the private automobile for choice riders. This fact 
alone catapults LRT to the top of future transit development 
options.

D.C.’s Virginia suburbs in 1969.8 BRT was then used in 
Curitiba, Brazil in 1974, and has recently gained momentum 
worldwide with new systems in Africa, Australia, China, India, 
Indonesia, Iran, Mexico, Turkey and throughout Latin America.9 
Because BRT is a relatively cheap system, it has become a 
premier choice for developing countries where other transit 
modes may be cost-prohibitive. 
Proponents of Bus Rapid Transit, or BRT, claim that it offers 
many of the same advantages of Light Rail Transit (especially 
separate rights-of-way), but avoids many of the negatives 

According to the National Bus Rapid Transit Institute, BRT is 
“an innovative, high capacity, lower cost public transit solution 

10  In the Transit 
Capacity and Quality of Service Manual (TCQSM), the TRB 
outlines seven major service features of BRT as: 

Exclusive running ways

      integrated.

      are easy to board and comfortable to ride.

     of local and express service to improve passenger service times.

      minimized through the use of proof-of-payment fare collection (as is   
      done on many light rail systems)

      technologies can be applied to provide bus arrival time information

L.R
.T.



Above: Pittsburgh’s Current LRT system in 
Downtown. The addition of the North Shore 

Connector was completed earlier this year. Used 
with permission of source: Port Authority Transit.

Above: Streetcar. 1917. Pittsburgh was once home 
to many streetcar lines. Public Domain. Source: 

Carnegie Museum of Art,.

These seven attributes distinguish BRT from regular buses 
by allowing for superior, express service as well as added 

sleeker vehicles. BRT technology continues to develop to better 
serve its surroundings. In Adelaide, Australia, local urban 
authorities created an innovative form of BRT with the opening 
of the O-Bahn in 1986. It is a track-guided system using guide 
rollers that steer buses along concrete tracks, allowing greater 
speeds (100kph) and safety. The advantages of the O-Bahn 
are numerous, including: right-of-way savings, faster and safer 

and most importantly, transfer elimination. The groundbreaking 
element of the O-Bahn system is that vehicles also leave the 
tracks and can penetrate deep into suburban residential 
neighborhoods. “This allows the same bus to function as 
a feeder and mainline carrier, and of course, same-vehicle 
services virtually eliminate transfers, the scourge of suburban 
transit services worldwide.”10 Certainly, these new applications 
of BRT can serve auto-dominated American suburbs well and 
can bridge the gap between them and future TOD and New 
Urbanism developments.

It is hard to imagine, but there is great dissension between 
supporters of LRT and BRT. It seems that there are more 
similarities than differences between the two transit systems. 
Mostly, each mode has attempted to distinguish itself from 
its closest technology: LRT proudly displays its differences 
from conventional rail and BRT from conventional buses. 
Ultimately, both LRT and BRT services are a hybrid of rail and 
bus travel, separated mostly by the differences in technology. 
The enhancements of BRT vehicles further blur the distinctions 
between modes. In many ways, these improvements to BRT 

fare collection. The Federal Transit Administration even 
used the slogan “think rail, use buses” while promoting BRT 
systems.11 No matter how similar LRT and BRT are in function, 

There are two main practical differences between LRT and 

also points out that the federal government pays 90% of cost 
if busways are included with interstate alignment, but for rail 
the federal government only pays for 80%. This means that “for 
a busway, $1 in local money generates $9 in federal money, 
[yet] with rail its $1 to $4”.12

originally chose light rail for their scheme, but found it to be 
cost prohibitive. It cost them only 12% more than regular 
buses, and about half that of light rail, to implement the 
O-Bahn. Furthermore, any scheme that includes underground

construction, common in LRT schemes, will exponentially raise 
capital costs. 

The technological differences between modes are apparent. LRT 
has some advantages over BRT in that vehicles run on electricity 
rather than petroleum-based fuels. This makes rail seem more 
appealing to those interested in reducing auto-dependence and 

usage and the congestion and negative environmental impacts in 
the cities were not achieved,”13  this sentiment remains powerful 

technology is that it laying rail evokes an attitude of permanence. 
The dedication of vast capital investment indicates that local 
governments are committed to the service. This permanence 
often allows property values of land surrounding transit station 
to rise, creating incentive for development. While BRT stations do 
the same thing, the perceived lack of permanence may shake the 

while LRT conveys more permanence. The biggest difference 
between LRT and BRT, however, is the images each portrays. 
Rail travel is simply more glamorous than any form of bus travel. 
“People rarely boast about their city’s having a good bus system; 
they are more likely to complain that the buses are slow, crowded 
and unsafe. A rail system, on the other hand, makes a city “big 
league” like a major league sports team or a domed stadium,” 
Black explains. As urban transportation expert Jonathan 
Richmond puts it, “Objects are polarized into good and bad — and 
trains are clearly good.” Buses clearly fall into the “bad” category, 

Richmond elaborates that regardless of how statistically positive 
bus systems may be, the public and their representative local 
governments are blindly rail-hungry. 

Rail is not something emerging from a process of analytic reason but from drives 
such as penis envy and the lust for power; from fantastic imagery; from impressions 
formed during expense-paid junkets to cities with rail; from homes and dreams 
fueled by memories of the past; from metaphors which make a complex set of 

choices look alluringly simple 14

Even the innovative O-Bahn in Adelaide, Australia found it hard to 

become a beacon of new technology and their expertise would 
allow them to cash in on transferring its operating experiences 
and technical knowhow. Unfortunately, Cervero explains, “whether 
rightly or wrongly, light rail transit is still widely perceived as a 
more modern, higher class of service more in keeping with the 
times.” 15 It also doesn’t help its reputation that Adelaide itself 
hasn’t expanded its own O-Bahn system.

L.R
.T.
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Right: Network of Pittsburgh 
Railways in 1959. This map 

shows all local streetcars and 
railways present in the city dur-
ing Eugene Smith’s work. Many 
of these rights-of-way still exist 

and offer potential for a new 
rail network. Public Domain. 

Source: Voofd075 of Wikipedia.

both LRT and BRT offer successful solutions, each proposing 

the process of reinventing itself, this verdict greatly affects the 
future of how Pittsburgh portrays itself to the world. On one 
hand, the city may wish to expand its busway system, building 
on its reputation as a leading city in BRT. It would be possible 
for Pittsburgh to follow the examples of Adelaide and tailor 

feeder and mainline carrier functions in the same vehicles. In 
an American city that is revitalizing itself, such an advanced 
BRT system may serve as the harbinger of sweeping reform 
for public transit in postindustrial cities across America that 
have struggling economies and limited capital. Conversely, the 
construction of a modern light rail system could portray a new 

future investment, and “big league.”

the glory of its steel days, but I believe that it is important 
for the city to aim for grandeur as it attempts to reinvent its 
image. Expanding the busway network would never feel like 
anything more than a compromise. Light rail, as expensive as 
it would be, would be worth the city’s investment. Conveying 

only way the city can achieve more than middling success. For 
decades, Pittsburgh has settled for the second tier. The Smoky 
City’s blue collar past has created needless self-deprecation 
that has held it back from competing with similar East Coast 
metropolises. Having a superior transit system would help 
change Pittsburgh’s attitude about itself. The endearing blue 
collar culture of Pittsburgh shouldn’t change, but the city’s 
standards should. And that means building a light rail system.

L.R
.T.
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Left: Pittsburgh Metro Map.
Used with permission of source: 
Edwin Shin.

Above: Pittsburgh Rail Map. 
Used with permission of source: 
Craig Toocheck.

NETWORK PRECEDENTS
The concept of a comprehensive rail system is not new for 
Pittsburgh. Several design professionals and students have 
already offered LRT designs for an expanded rail network. 
These designs offer a great starting point when examining 
possible stops and routes of travel for a new network. 
Extracogent’s design for Pittsburgh 2050 is a hub and spoke 
design while CMU architecture student Craig Toocheck adds 
a double ring around the Golden Triangle and the East End. 
Both of these designs serve Pittsburgh’s well-established 
neighborhoods and integrate regional connectivity. However, 

vision for Pittsburgh’s future.



TRANSIT STUDIES
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When designing a new transit network, it is essential to work 
with the research and planning already established. Several 
recent public-funded transit studies facing the current 
transportation problems for Pittsburgh include the Eastern 
Corridor Transit Studies, Spine Line Corridor Transit Study, 
20/20 Vision Plan, Airport Multimodal Corridor Study and the PA 
Maglev Project. While connecting the airport to downtown is an 
important aspect of public transit and integral to a contemporary 
urban center, when focusing on the City of Pittsburgh’s greatest 
transportation need — commuters and smart growth, the Spine 
Line Corridor Transit Study, Eastern Corridor Transit Studies, and 
20/20 Vision Plan are the most relevant studies. 

In “The Spine Line” Corridor Study, which was conducted in 

congestion in Pittsburgh’s main corridor, focusing mainly on 
three light rail designs that would extend the city’s current LRT 
system (See LRT Alternatives Map). The area studied is the most 
developed district of Pittsburgh, extending east from Downtown, 

Hill. The line would have stops at many of the city’s major 
institutions, including Mellon Arena (now the Consol Center), 
Carnegie Mellon University, the University of Pittsburgh, and 

229,000 jobs located in this corridor” in 1993. The highest 
volumes of Pittsburgh Port Authority (PAT) riders, “115,000 of the 
285,000 weekday riders,” began or ended their commute within 
this area.16 The study explored a wide range of environmental 
impacts including land use, economic, displacements and 
relocations, neighborhood character, visual and aesthetic 

resources, utilities, historical and archaeological sites, resources, 
and parklands. 

In the Spine Line Study, three main alternatives were explored 
for extension of the LRT system from downtown to Oakland: 
the Center Avenue Alternative, the Colwell Alternative, and the 
Technology Center Alternative. These schemes generally were 
not expected to alter land-use or economic patterns within the 
study area. They also wouldn’t have displaced a great number 
of residents or businesses. “The Technology Center Alternative 

affected. The Centre Avenue Alternative would displace 9 
residences and 5 commercial uses. The Colwell Alternative 

structures.” 17 Furthermore, according to the study, there are 

building sites.

Right: Spine Line Alternative 
Routes Map. This study weighs 

the pros and cons of each 
possible new route through the 

heart of Pittsburgh’s Eastern 
Corridor. Used with permission 

of source: Port Authority Transit, 
Spine Line Corridor Study.
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The Eastern Corridor Transit Studies, or ECTS (2003) and 
ECTS-TA (2006), are recent studies that encompass the entire 
East End (See ECTS-TA Map). The goals of these studies 
were to investigate public transportation needs for the 
Pittsburgh metro area (focusing heavily on the East End) and 
to recommend implementing several transit investments. The 
studies evaluate cost effectiveness, ridership, convenience, 
and TOD opportunities for six proposed transit projects 
including the Allegheny Valley Commuter Rail, East Busway 
Extension, Mon Valley Light Rails, Norfolk Southern Commuter 
Rail and the Spine Line Light Rail. The principles in the study 
include: consideration of public opinion through targeted 
outreach, coordination with other study efforts, evaluation of 
cost effectiveness, ridership, driving alternatives, TOD, and 

of the six alternatives were well received by outreach programs 

The 20/20 Vision Study examines transportation on yet a 
greater scale, including the entire Southwestern Pennsylvania 
region, and encompasses an area that includes 11 major 
transit agencies in 10 counties (See 20/20 vision Map). The 
study, published in 2006, recommends a multitude of options 
and stresses the need for “smart growth” in the region. Its 
primary goal, which promotes economic growth and a high 

opportunity, including the provision of...affordable housing, 

jobs, public transportation, services and amenities throughout 
the region and among all residents.”18 The study later stresses 
the value of a region-wide plan insisting that land use and 
transportation issues go “beyond any single Jurisdiction’s 
boundaries.”19 With a focus on sustainability, the 20/20 

higher density housing and walkable communities. The vision 
recognizes the region’s potential growth and emphasizes 
transit as the linchpin for the scheme. 

Above: Eastern Corridor Map 
showing proposed corridors. 

Used with permission of source:  
Port Authority Transit, Eastern 

Cooridor Transit Study.

Right: The 20/20 Vision Plan 
offers a regional solution to 

transit woes. Used with permis-
sion of source:  Port Authority 

Transit, 20/20 Vision Study.



Right: Pittsburgh Population 
Density Map. There is clearly 

low density along the majority 
of the riverbanks. The transit 
network should serve to both 

connect the established 
neighborhoods and catalyze de-
velopment in low-density areas.
Used with permission of source: 
Briem, University of Pittsburgh.

DESIGNING STITCHING
Another important aspect for Pittsburgh’s rail network design 
is the concept of creating stitching. The network must both 
physically stitch the city’s urban fabric together, as well as 

connectivity.

Physically, it is crucial that any new network both spurs 
redevelopment as well as connects Pittsburgh’s established and 
vibrant urban pockets. Part 2 of the Transportation Research 
Board’s “Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual” 
(TCQSM) asserts that there is a dual role of public transit: to 
offer transportation both to “choice riders” and to “captive 
riders.” Choice riders are those “who choose to use transit for 
their trip-making even though they have other means of travel, 
in particular, a motor vehicle.”20 The TCQSM explains that these 
riders choose transit for many reasons including saving money, 

the environment. The “captive riders” use transit for basic 
mobility and are those who cannot drive because of their age or 

(which theorist Alan Black calls “transportation disadvantaged”) 
include 11.5% of households and over 20% for center city 

peak hours) tend to push transit systems to greater levels, 
however, connectivity for “captive riders” is essential in creating 
cohesive and egalitarian urban stitching.

Figuratively, the system stands to promote a regional “sense of 
place.” One only needs to think of Guimard’s metro entrances 
of Paris or Washington D.C.’s concrete stations to perceive the 

unify the network in its riders’ minds and a well-designed system 
will allow them to stitch the region together mentally.

L.R
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PITTSBURGH LRT SYSTEM: 
DESIGN PROCESS

Right: Design Process Maps. 
Various designs ranging from 

“Hub and Spoke” to “Ring” 
schemes.

L.R
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Highland



Opposite: Proposed LRT Map. It combines features 
of a “hub and spoke”  system with those of a 
“ring” system. Due to Pittsburgh’s geographical 
features, there are three hub stations, one  each 
on the Allegheny River, the Monongahela River 
and in Oakland, the heart of the Eastern Corridor.

Right: Existing LRT and Busways. The abandoned 
infrastructure is ready to be used again.

L.R
.T.
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PROPOSED LRT SYSTEM DESIGN

Above: Railway Network of 1959. Many of these 
rights-of-way still exist. Source in public domain: 
Voogd075 of Wikepedia

design combines elements of both a “hub and spoke” system 
with those of a ring system. Six lines span across the city while 
a seventh, the Riverloop (dark blue), encircles the rivers. The 
Riverloop connects the other lines and spurs development 
along the waterfronts. Three major hub stations, one on the 
Allegheny, one on the Monongahela, and one in the East End, 
correspond the city’s topography and urban development. Being 
an LRT system, lines can be at street level, drastically reducing 

cost. As the Existing Light Rail and Busway Map shows, most of 
these lines use existing rail rights-of-way, which further reduces 
cost and displaces relatively few residences and businesses. 
The Spine Line (red line) is the only line that would need to be 
sub-grade. It would act as a mainline feeder for the majority 
of its route and then convert to an at-grade local trolley loop 
Downtown. Ideally, a water taxi system would work in conjunction 
with the LRT and offer another transit mode to reconnect the 
city.  
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Opposite: Proposed LRT system 
design shown on a street map 
of the city. The system spaces 

stops mostly between one and 
two miles apart, allowing for 

train routes. It should be noted 
that buses will be responsible 
for much of the extreme local 

Right: The existing condition 
of LRT and Busway system. 

It is clear that the city is 
underserved by the current 

lines. There is also an 
extreme lack of continuity 

and, most importantly, 
comprehensiveness.

L.R
.T.
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Right: Pittsburgh Topography 
Map. The aggressive 

topography in Pittsburgh adds 

the transit system. It dictated 
the placement of the now 

established rights-of-way, which 

been in effect for over 100 
years. 





TOD: TRANSIT ORIENTED 
DEVELOPMENT





      ransit Oriented Development, or TOD, conjures up a 
utopian image of a post-post-modern world, where contemporary 
tight-knit communities are freed from automobile dependence, 
with inhabitants able to live lives where services and recreation 
are easily reached, commute times are lowered, high levels of 

superb. TOD proponents indicate that under proper guidance and 
with steadfast tools in place, as well as actively genuine planners 
and developers, this theory can not only be put into practice, but 
also offer contemporary society the key to moving beyond our 
automobile-centered cities, their faceless suburbs, anonymous 
exurbs and further sprawl. 

Inevitably, such idyllic praise should garner skepticism. The Eden-
like images of Le Corbusier’s Radiant City and post-WWII suburbia 
have unfortunately led to our current auto-dominated conundrum. 
Much like the TOD movement, these campaigns were responses to 
undesirable urban living conditions. Ultimately, these movements 
spawned undesirable urban living conditions of their own. As of 
yet, TOD has neither solved America’s auto-dependency problems 
nor the ills of suburbia. While it would be foolish to claim TOD as 

viable solutions for redeveloping America’s hollowed cities, such 
as Pittsburgh, and should be seen as a valuable tool for more 
sustainable future urban growth.

T
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Left: “Shafts of Space.” These 
cut through the design for the 
Strip District and form the 
canal. They converge at the hub 
station.
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TOD for PGH

What should TOD’s role be in Pittsburgh’s redevelopment? 
Theorist and New Urbanism Chairman, Hank Dittmar,  outlines 
the goals of TOD in an artistic scene:

Imagine a region made up of a network of great neighborhoods—places where 
residents of diverse incomes, ages and backgrounds have the option to walk to 
nearby shopping, parks and schools; where streets are safe to walk along and 

choose to take a train or bus to their destinations as easily and conveniently as 
a car. Imagine, as well, a region where job centers are convenient for employees 
around the clock, where they can easily take care of errands during lunch, catch 

located in suburbia, are linked to a network of neighborhoods and a revitalized 
21

Dittmar’s description of an urban utopia sounds very much 
like Pittsburgh’s current network of neighborhoods. The only 
glaring difference is that Pittsburgh’s centers are not linked 
by a cohesive and convenient, state-of-the-art transit system. 
Luckily for the city, because of its severe decline in population 

force huge amounts of congestion, and it is easy to drive from 
neighborhood to neighborhood. Soon enough though, this 
temporary lull in population will cease as re-urbanizing trends 
continue. Pittsburgh recently has gained national notoriety, 
being named America’s “Most Livable City” by Rand McNally 
(2007), Forbes (2010) and The Economist (2011), which is 

sure to expedite current urban redevelopment trends and stress 
the need for cohesive regional transit planning. With the solid 
foundation of urban centers already in place, a new transit 
system in Pittsburgh would better serve to redevelop the city’s 
once-great urban centers, rather than focusing on smart growth. 
In Pittsburgh, the role of transit-oriented development would be 
transit-oriented re-development or development-oriented transit. 

 Another vital issue to consider for Pittsburgh while creating 
a transit system is “place-making.” Many proponents of TOD 
suggest that in order to be successful, the transit nodes 
(which are the centers of these developments) also must 
become vibrant urban “places.” This balance of “nodes of 
networks and places in the city”22  is essential to creating a 

neighborhoods around Pittsburgh developed because they were 
NOT fully connected to each other. It was the insular nature 
of these communities that produced great neighborhoods 

neighborhood) etc. While the idea of creating a “sense of 

the already established “places” in a city like Pittsburgh? It is 
imperative to prevent such a high level of interconnectedness 
that TOD brings from threaten already established neighborhood 
character. 

Below: Population Change 
Map. Ideally, with new transit 

lines, the city can foster 
growth in desired areas. Used 

with permission of source:  
University of Pittsburgh.

Left: Percent Vacant 
Housing. This shows the 
areas in desperate need of 
redevelopment attention. Used 
with permission of source: 
University of Pittsburgh.
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Most importantly, however, new development around future 
transit stations will allow the city to heal its hollowed-out areas 
and reconnect to its lifeblood — the rivers. Since many of the 
mills have been cleared and paved over, the opportunity to 
reinsert urban fabric along the riverfronts is readily available. 
There are several design principles for TOD along Pittsburgh’s 
waterfronts:

      design where possible.

      off of nearby existing urban fabric and thier place within the city.

      must function both independently and in concert with each other.

Seeing that a major hub station will be built on the edge of 
Downtown and the Strip District, the project uses the Strip as 
an example of how the new transit system will catalyze the 
city’s reconstruction and reconnection to its rivers.

 Top: Diagram of the current 
condition of many areas along 

Pittsburgh’s rivers. 
Bottom: Diagram of  design for 

new waterfront TOD.

RECAPTURING THE 
WATERFRONT
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Above: Strip District overlook from 
the Crawford School in the Hill 

District. The Strip is dominated 
by  parking lots and the Veterans’ 

Bridge.
Opposite left,  top to bottom: Heinz 

Plant on the Allegheny, Existing 
Amtrak Station, Dome of the 

original Penn Station.

Opposite far right: Unused LRT 
tracks behind the Amtrak station. 
U.S. Steel building stands proudly 
in the background. Infrastructure 

lays in wait all around the city.  
These rights-of-way could easily be 

reclaimed for a comprehensive LRT 
system.

36

STRIP DISTRICT: A PHOTO ESSAY
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Left: A sea of parking lots sit 

Downtown. These lots are 
the site of various industrial 
that have been bulldozed and 
paved over. This wasteland sur-
rounds the vibrant Strip, which 
serves as the city’s market-
place (Above).



Right: The Veteran’s Bridge, 
carelessly spanning across the 

Strip, is loud and dirty, with 
complete disregard for the 

urban fabric that lays below it. 

Below: Several vertical 
elements that Smith 

referenced, including 
smokestacks and spires are 

abutted by empty parking lots.
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TOD DESIGN FOR 
STRIP DISTRICT
The photos on the previous pages capture the current 
underdeveloped state of the Strip District. Regrettably, the 
long stretches of desolate land and abandoned buildings are 
common along Pittsburgh’s waterfronts and the intervention 
here could be employed throughout the city.

The design proposal for the new LRT system would be the 
heart of such new neighborhood development. The proposed 
Strip District design, which roughly covers 3/4 of a mile of 

transit stops, including the northern LRT hub. At this station, 
the Spine Line transitions from a mainline feeder to a local 
trolley loop which circles the new development before heading 
Downtown. The urban fabric should mesh with the existing 
industrial Strip District while being contemporary. The block 
types resemble a more European model with most structures 
built to the street edge with interior block or underground 

parking. Buildings are between four and six stories with retail 

A new university campus sits between 14th and 16th streets, 
separating two mixed-use developments which house 6,000 
living units. A canal cuts into the development, connecting the 
hub station to the river. Bike paths run along the Allegheny 
along with riverfront parks and a boardwalk opposite the 
university’s mall. The design calls for the replacement of the 
obstructive Veteran’s Bridge with a tunnel under the Allegheny 
River. A large plaza, with underground parking, fronts the 

space which visually connects the transit hub with the river 
at the direct point where the historic rail bridge meets the 
contemporary convention center. This slant continues up the 
hill in the form of a funicular.

      with a  tunnel

DESIGN ELEMENTS

Above: Design sketch for urban 
fabric and canal of new TOD.

Left: Sketch of plan for new 
Strip District. Yellow is the 

transit hub.
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Above: Model of new TOD for the 
Strip. The new development bridges 

the urban fabric of Downtown with 
that of the existing vibrant Strip 

District. 
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Right: The TOD is designed to be 

phase consists of the transit 
stations and university. The second 
phase consists of the development 

that surrounds the canal and is 

phase consists of lower buildings to 
the east of the campus.

Left: The shaft of space created by 
the buildings, canal and funicular 
stretches from the river to the Hill 

District above. 

Above: The existing condition of the 
Strip. Note the vast area of parking 
lots and the lack of any green ex-
cept a tiny sliver along the river.

Above: Intermediate design 
for the Strip. Centered around 
the university and transit, 
the development is a vibrant 
neighborhood on the doorstep of 
Downtown.
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District. The development is meant 
to connect to the Allegheny River, 
especially at the canal. Note that 

the canal jogs at the Heinz History 
Center and creates a diagonal shaft 

of space.
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EXISTING BUILDINGS TRANSIT MIXED USE UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS
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Above: TOD diagrams showing the 
redevelopment of the Strip District. 
Top left: Origin/Destination showing 
how the transit modes affect the 
development of a new TOD. 

the new urban fabric inserted. 

Top Right: Greenery diagram. The 
plan includes “greening” the Strip, 
which currently is extremely bare 
compared to the rest of Pittsburgh. 
Bottom right: Water diagram 
showing the movement of water 
through the site. The canal is 

development and mountainside. 

URBAN FABRIC 
DIAGRAMS
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Above Left: TOD diagrams showing 
the redevelopment of the Strip 
District. Top left: Public/Civic/
Institutional buildings.

relationships because of its 
topography. This plan favors these 
relationships over axial ones.

Top Right: Figure ground of new 
Strip District, which is stitched back 
with Downtown.  
Bottom right: Transit systems. The 

LRT lines as well as intercity rail and 
a water taxi stop. 





HUB: STATION





  hen designing a station, it is important to consider 
both the immediate context, and also the city as a whole. Carey 
Curtis, transit theorist, explains that a transit stop is both “node in a 
network and a place in a city.” This duality challenges transit nodes 
not only to be places in their own right, but also to act as part of a 
stitch of a larger design concept for the city. This project includes 
the design for the north hub station, on the Allegheny River side. 
It is the central station to the Strip District’s proposed TOD design. 

Because this transit station includes inter-city rail, it becomes an 
entry to the city. Pittsburgh already has one of the most impressive 
thresholds of a North American city in the Fort Pitt Tunnel where 
drivers emerge from within the dark mountains directly at the Point. 
This station must rival such a powerful experience in acting as the 
city’s welcome mat. 

W
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Liberty Avenue. The glass and 
steel canopy wafts overhead.
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Pennsylvanian
(Historic Station)

Current
 LRT Tracks

MLK 
Busway

Current Train
Station

Strip District

Downtown

Crawford

Veterans 
Bridge

Veterans 
Bridge

12th St

Liberty Ave

Bigelow Blvd

MLK Busway

H
U

B Strip District and Downtown, 
the existing train station is not 
an urban stitch, but a divider. 
The Veterans Bridge also 
serves to sever these districts. 
Source in public domain: 
Manipulated Google Map. 

Far Left: Bird’s eye view of 
existing train station. Source 
in public domain: Manipulated 
Google Map. 
Left: Diagram of existing station 
and conjoining neighborhoods.
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EXISTING RAIL STATION



Above: Platform of existing 
Amtrak station. The Veterans 
Bridge looms overhead. The 

station gives way to the higway, 
where it is literally cut out. This 

mentality is outdated. 
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Above and Left: Existing station 
platform showing off the city’s 
steel prowess. Trains screech 
around the curved tracks. 

through the station.

Below: Existing facade along Liberty 
Ave. offers an opportunity of large 
scale urban art. 
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Builiding the existing structure 
of the staition physically and 
digitally allowed for complete 
understanding of projet. The 
structure follows a repetitive 

module. 

Opposite Page: model of 
structural unit. This Page: 

Digital model of existing 
station.
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New Terminal

Outdoor Cafe

Through Rail 
Tracks

Historic 
Station

Rotunda
(Historic)

New LRT Trolley 
Tracks
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N
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Spur Rail Tracks

0                                                                                       120’

LRT Tracks

Train: City Fabric/Landscape
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Right: Section through 
preliminary  desgin called the 

“Steel Phoenix.” Through trains 
run through the ovular tube at 

the pivot of the structure.  
Left: Plans of  early design that 

are bisected by the canal. 

PRELIMINARY DESIGN
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is carved out to form the tunnels for 
the LRT.

DESIGN 
DEVELOPMENT
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Right: Section and elevations of the 
design. A cable car system climbs 

the nearby mountain.
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Right: Final L.R.T. system 
design. It combines features of 

a “hub and spoke”  system with 
those of “ring” system. Due 

to the geographical features, 
there are three hub stations, 

one  each on the Allegheny 
River, the Monongahela River 

and in Oakland, the heart of 
the Eastern Corridor.

Right: Final L.R.T. system 
design. It combines features of 

a “hub and spoke”  system with 
those of “ring” system. Due 

to the geographical features, 
there are three hub stations, 

one  each on the Allegheny 
River, the Monongahela River 

and in Oakland, the heart of 
the Eastern Corridor.
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Walkthrough Video: 

http://www.youtube.com/
watch?feature=endscreen&NR
=1&v=G-gV7r4IVv4

Right: View of concourse from 

view of Pittsburgh for travelers 
on the intercity rail. Transit 

Avenue facade, opposite the 
intercity rail that is encased in a 

glass tube.

Above: V.I. Lenin Steel mill, 
Magnitogorsk. 1991. The 

perception of Pittsburgh that 
served as design inspiration 
for the canopy and columsn.  

Used with permission of source:  
Stewart. 

HUB STATION FINAL DESIGN
The design references Pittsburgh’s industrial past in a contemporary 
architectural design. A steel and glass canopy, composed of 52 

provides a covering to protect travelers from inclement weather.

of many industrial giants, which display their trade in the materials 
of their buildings. The U.S. Steel Tower is made of steel; PPG Place 
is made of plate glass; the Alcoa Building is made of aluminum. The 
canopy is constructed of these materials in order to pay homage to 
these industrial greats.  
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Above: View from Liberty 
Avenue. The public space of the 
adjoining plaza spills into the 
open design.

Right: Single unit of canopy 

panels. 
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Above: A Figure-Ground plan of part 
of the proposed Strip District with 

Here we see how lightly the station 
touches the ground, expanding the 

plaza it fronts.
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INTERCHANGE AND ELEMENTS
Below the canopy, multitudes of travelers criss-cross to and from 
various transit modes. The challenge of station design is to elegantly 
solve this transit tangle. The design includes the following transit 
modes:

The design includes the following transit amenities to serve these 
travel modes:

Along with serving these modes of transit, the station has various 
other functions, including serving as the hub for all of the region’s 
transit authorities. The elements include:

Left: Axon diagram of various 
transit nodes. The Red Line is 
the Spine Line, which becomes 
a Downtown trolley at the hub. 
The Purple Line crosses the 
Allegheny River on the existing 
rail bridge. 

Above: Transit mode model. 
This diagramatic model allowed 
for easy understanding of the 
transit in three dimensions.

See the animated diagram at:

http://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=rvnQZCoHAhU&feature=
youtu.be
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Right: Ground Floor Plan. The 
slightly orange-tinted area marks 
the canopy 60 ft. overhead. Plan 
resembles that of a basilica with 

a main nave axis and a cross 
axis. The escalators that lead to 

central space with a repetitive 
ryhthm.

STATION DESIGN DRAWINGS

The station is a light and airy structure that sits within the void 
of the carved out of the solid, rocky mountainside. With just the 
canopy overhead, no walls enclose the majority of the space which 
remains unconditioned. The canopy rests on 52 columns that follow 
the diagonal grid of the canal which terminates in the station. Low 

edges of the expansive concourse. The plan resembles that of a 
basilica with a long, nave-like main axis crossed by a secondary axis 
(the canal). At this “crossing,” the tower rises upwards much like a 
dome would above the crossing of a cathedral. 

Liberty Avenue has a solid base of brick, repetitive garage door 
style openings allow the building to be completely opened. Inside 
this structure, shops and restaurants line the facade of the station 

in the street between them, marking it as pedestrian dominated. 
Additionally, Liberty Avenue is deliberately kinked when entering the 

The canal terminates around the solid brick tower in the center of 
one bay. Amphitheater-style stairs radiate from the water up to the 
ground level and act as theater seats for visitors to watch water 
taxis circle the canal. The large concrete piers that support the 

the landscape.
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Above: Mezzanine Level. This level 
orients the transit riders. It is from 
here that travelers can either 
go up or down to the proper LRT 
trains. Peak travel times dictate the 
desired number of escalators and 
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Above: Platform Level, the 
uppermost level for transit in the 

station. Here, the Amtrak trains are 
stationed as well as two of the LRT 

concourse space. 69



The Liberty Avene facade of the 
station stretches over 600 feet. 
Bigelow Blvd and the Crawford 
School (Hill District) loom behind. 
In no way is this station meant 
to compete with the historic 
Pennsylvanian, a station-turned-
apartments designed by Daniel 
Burnham in 1898.
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Cross section through station, 

a connector of many districts. This 
drawing shows how it relates the 
Strip District to the Hill District. Now 
that the Mellon Arena (formerly the 
Civic Arena) has been demolished, 
the station may serve to spur 
demelopment there as well.
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Right: Enlarged Cross Section. The 
lack of walls creates an openness 

to the station that exposes travelers 
to the elements, though they are 

covered by the canopy. 
Left: Single sturctural column.

Page 80: Longitudinal Section and 
West Elevation 

Page 81: Details

74

DETAILS
The section reveals how intercity and LRT trains engage the 
station. The LRT is buried into the mountainside to the far right 
on two levels while the Amtrak trains are stationed behind the 
“Big Board” that displays train information. The design conceals 

along the southern edge of the concourse. This tube is lighted 
from within and the trains’ silhouettes dance through the station 
as trains pass through. Escalators from the platform level cascade 
down into the concourse. This same cascading is mimicked down 
the amphitheater-style stairs at the canal. The low buildings 
along Liberty Avenue have elevators that continue down to the 
underground parking level. This parking level stretches across to the 
plaza. 

The following pages contain drawings with further details. The 
drawings are made of charcoal — soot — evoking the materials that 
the mills produced. A ghosted image taken by Eugene Smith reveals 
spires emerging from the smog, making the perfect backdrop for the 
canopy detail drawing.
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Left: Tower Elevation and Sec-
tion. These drawings illustrate 
how the brick-bearing structure 
works to support the platform 
and switching station above.
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TOWER
Rising to 120 feet, the tower is the only element to peek above the 
undulating canopy. Made of solid brick bearing walls, it houses two 
sets of spiral stairs and an elevator that brings travelers to a cable 
car platform 90 feet up. The cable car mimics the historic “inclines” 
of the city that connect neighborhoods separated by the city’s 
extreme topography. The upper-most level, called the Crow’s Nest, 
houses the switching station for the trains. The modal exchange 
diagram shows how the tower’s elevators interact with its cable cars 
and the double helix of spiral stairs. A narrow slot spans the height 
of the tower, facing out towards the canal, orienting anyone walking 
up the 165-stair climb.

The tower is the new development’s landmark vertical element that 

is the physical incarnation of the entire transit system project — 
literally stitching together the river, mountains, and city fabrics. It is 
also a metaphorical embodiment of the four elements: it connects 
the waters of the river with the sky, is made of solid earth and 
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1yr in 100hrs in 1min

http://www.youtube.com/

MODEL
Made of wood and cardboard, the 250:1 scale model may best 
present the design. The lightness of the canopy structure vividly 
contrasts the heaviness of the brick walls, especially those of the 
tower. Built as a sectional model, it can be divided to reveal how 
the transit modes and underground parking function. The canopy is 
represented by the structural ribbing that spans the bays, without 
the steel and glass paneling.

From working with CAD, the laser-cutter, hand cutting, and 
assembly, the model took approximately 100 hours to complete. As 
a culmination to the thesis, a stop-action movie entitled “1 year in 
100 hours in 1 minute” compresses my time working on the thesis 
project into the time it took to build the model and further to one 
minute of viewing time. 
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The station iis fronted by a large 

Avenue and the canal pierces the 
station, surrounding the tower.

Right: The sectional model opens 
to reveal the  functions of the 

station and parking level.
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Above and Opposite: Sectional 

The heaviness of the tower 
contrasts the airiness of the 

steel and glass structure.
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